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About This Content

Sport Ultralight Panfish Pack is a unique set of premium ultralight sportfishing tackle that was meticulously pieced together to
maximize you chances of winning in any ultralight fishing competition! This superb selection of sportfishing tackle includes the
super FeatherLight 6' 3" Sport ultralight spinning rod and EspiraSlim 2500 Sport ultralight spinning reel that are twice as strong

and durable as their predecessors! Not to mention that you also get some of the sturdiest line, jig baits, jig heads and other
fishing goodies fit for a real sportfishing champion!

We put a lot of thought into assembling this Sport Ultralight Panfish Pack, so that you wouldn't have to! ;)
Sport Ultralight Panfish Pack is all about becoming a true ultralight fishing champion!

Sport Ultralight Panfish Pack includes:
* 20 BAITCOINS use to purchase advanced fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 25 Storage Slots
* 1 Tackle Setup Slot

SPORTY RODS ‘N REELS
Rod:

* FeatherLight 6' 3" (190) Sport - Length: 6' 3" (1.9 m); Lure Weight: 1/32–1/4 Oz. (0.5-7 g); Power: Ultralight; Line Weight:
3–9 Lb. (1.5-4 kg); Action: Fast; Pieces: 2; Guides: 8

Reel:
* EspiraSlim 2500 Sport - Ratio: 5.4:1; Recovery: 31.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 8/100 (0.25/100), braid 10/125 (0.2/125);

Max Drag: 6.4 Lb. (2.9 kg)
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TERMINAL TACKLE - a selection of float tackle that you’ll need if you want to enjoy your ultralight fishing competition to
the fullest!

* Lines:
Mono .009" (0.23 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 6 Lb. (2.7 kg)
Braid .004" (0.1 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 5.5 Lb. (2.5 kg)

* Spoons: Nano Spoon 1/16 Oz. (2 g), #2 (X3)
* Spinners: Nano Spinner 1/16 Oz. (2 g), #2 (X3)

* Jig Heads: JigHead 1/14 Oz. (2 g), #4; JigHead 1/6 Oz. (5 g), #1; JigHead 1/10 Oz. (3 g), #2
* Jig Baits: Tube 2” (5 cm) (X4), Craw 1” (2.5 cm) (X2)

EQUIPMENT
* FishCabin S Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 11 Lb. (5 kg); Total Fish Weight: 55 Lb. (25 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes
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Title: Sport Ultralight Panfish Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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1. DSD that has no sound
2. No key to press to acknowledge guards buzzer
3. No key to activate\/deactivate DRA
4. Poor LOD's on windows giving a flickering effect as you go past. Game is great, cant wait for next chapter. Purchasing this
through Steam was a huge mistake. 4 hours later and it is still not active in my account. Steam says to go ask Trion about it,
Trion doesnt seem to want to respond to people on their website. I found a number for Trion but it informs you that they no
longer offer phone support, the live chat supportis also MIA from their site. This is the last purchase I will ever make through
steam, not that they care I am sure.. Best game ive ever played hands down.. Nice 2d game :D. Startide is a strangely boring
shoot-'em-up, strongly reminiscent of the 2003 freeware title Warning Forever mechanically but much slower-paced, to its
detriment. Essentially the entire game is fighting bosses by destroying them part-by-part from the extremities inward, since only
the outermost parts on a limb take any damage, with the scaling falling off such that hitting any part other than the two
outermost is almost worthless.

So, it's all about slowly circling enemies, minimizing the amount of hits you take, and slowly wearing them down. Of course,
with a system where you both regenerate health and destroy the boss's weapons as you fight, this means that essentially all stages
get easier as they go on, which contributes to the tedious feeling. Likewise, there's not all that much difference between stages -
some will have time limits, and some will have breaks for asteroid fields (which are to your advantage, since you regenerate
health and super bar during this time), and as you go on you fight five different alien races, three of which have their own
gimmicks, two of which matter - except for stages where you are attacking supply trains, which are similar (you still destroy
armed parts coming off the train, from the outside in, then destroy the "core" that contains the supplies) but involve different
enough mechanics that they at least feel like something different.

Startide is also not free of minor issues that I felt dragged the game down. The biggest one is that I felt the 4th alien race was the
hardest to fight by far, which made the entire end of the game where you fought the 5th race feel very anticlimactic. Another is
that, instead of getting notably harder (except when you fight the 4th race) or more interesting, stages just require you to fight
more bosses in a row, which increases both the likelihood that you'll mess up and die sometime during them, and makes you
have to replay even more when you die. The least and silliest gripe is that the game gave me a giant laser cannon with only one
fight left before the rest of the game was fighting the 5th race, and due to how the mechanics interact, the giant laser cannon is
useless against the 5th and final race of aliens.

Ultimately, I don't think I was expecting tedium from a shoot-'em-up. It's a genre with quite a few bad entries, but few boring
ones, but Startide somehow managed to be. Check out Warning Forever instead, it's a significantly more fun freeware take on
many of the same ideas.

(Postscript: Startide has a workshop functionality, but I felt it was somewhat limited in terms of being able to create interesting
things due to fairly low "cost" limits, hopelessly degenerate designs like my Invincible are quite possible, and there's no real ship
design community for the game. It's at least fairly easy to use, but I didn't think it was notable in any way.). nice additional
division brings more diversity to the base game.
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this game is cool. This is already a great experience despite being only partially complete. The jungle looks great and the
dinosaurs are spot on. I don't remember reading about any spaceships falling to Earth during that period, hence the alternate
history storyline, but aside from that, the graphics come off as realistic and period accurate. I often just watch the dinosaurs
interacting with their environment--from a distance mostly. Great job, Crynosaurs, stay on it!. Would recommend if free.
Also, you must like this kind of humor.

Kind of funny to discover with someone else I must say.. The game has too many issues, first of all THE FREAKING GAME
DOESN'T EVEN START UP. Like, seriously guys, I have been trying to fix this game over the span of almost 3
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YEARS and it still doesn't work. The PC ports for these Arkham games are so
terrible (Arkham Knight am i rite guys?). I bought this on sales which was great and I really love batman but mannnn if the
game doesn't even work, why bother selling, many other people also has this issues but not all of course. But damn, please, this
is bullcrap.. nice game,cool :). Honestly great game having my nostalgic years from back using my cousins laptop, recommend
anyone to buy this
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